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GWA Named a Finalist in 2013 CDN Channel Elite Awards
Nominated in the Best Service Organization Category, Toronto-area technology services
provider GWA is recognized for their continually high quality customer service.
Toronto, Canada – August 13, 2013 – GWA Business Solutions, Inc., provider of software and
technology consulting services, with expertise in manufacturing, warehousing, distribution, job
costing, retail/POS, recruiting and CRM, was selected by Canada’s leading technology digital newsmagazine Computer Dealer News (CDN) as a finalist nominee in the 2013 CDN Channel Elite Awards
in the Best Service Organization category.
As a software and service organization that specializes in helping customers get “Solutions That
Fit ,” GWA is honored to be recognized for their high level of commitment to servicing their
customers through this nomination. GWA is no stranger to recognition as they were nominated by
the CDN Channel Elite Awards in 2011 as a finalist in the Best Small Business Solution and Solution
Provider of the Year award categories. Also in 2011, Gail Wilson, GWA President and Founder, was
recognized in the top 25 Women in the IT Channel by CDN. Under Gail’s leadership, the GWA team
continues a long standing tradition of providing excellent service and value for their customers.
According to Gail, “It’s imperative that our customers implement software that will meet their
needs now and in the future, and to have the processes in place to support their operations. Our
methodology and service ensures exceptional results for our customer. We take great pride when
our clients meet or exceed their goals. ”
TM

With 30 years experience in the technology industry, providing top notch service through their
professional certified consultants and technical team is a cornerstone of GWA. Their customers rely
on the expert knowledge and prompt response to issues or questions, and GWA delivers. GWA’s
customers appreciate the ongoing straight shooting approach to solving their issues. Not only does
GWA consult with their clients, they dig deep and aren’t afraid to tell clients the hard realities in
order to go above and beyond solving the issue. Training and education provided by their expos and
a highly anticipated yearly customer conference confirm GWA’s commitment to customer service.
Dave Schofield of Savage Arms shared his GWA conference experience, “The conference allowed

me to learn about resource planning and information management solutions, applicable to small
and medium sized business. I liked having the wide variety of vendors and workshops to create a
customized learning experience.” These events and the high service levels make GWA a standout in
the technology service sector.
GWA’s mission to match customers’ needs with the right software and their commitment to
providing timely, high quality customer service, along with a track record of improving their
customers’ business results has earned the nomination in the Best Service Organization category in
the 2013 CDN Channel Elite Awards. As an award finalist, GWA is invited to the gala evening event at
the Paramount Conference & Event Venue on September 11, 2013 where the Gold, Silver and Bronze
winners will be announced.

About CDN
Since 1985, CDN (Computer Dealer News) has been the leading information source for Canadian IT
solution providers. CDN is Canada’s national digital news-magazine and Web site designed to
provide VARs, system integrators, system builders, ISVs and retailers with the most comprehensive
coverage of news, events and issues in the IT channel. CDN also publishes special issues such as the
Channel Elite Awards, the Top 100 Solution Providers, the Women of the IT channel and the Top
25 Newsmakers each year. CDN continues its online venture with a new design CDN Web site as
well as CDN Now the daily e-mail newsletter that includes the latest channel news with
industry commentary from top VARs and editors. CDN has the most well read channel blog in the
country called VARBose, with more than 85,000 readers in 2012 alone.
For more information about Computer Dealer News, visit www.computerdealernews.com.
About GWA Business Solutions, Inc.
Since 1983, GWA Business Solutions uses a straight shooting approach to technology and
business software. GWA provides business owners with “Solutions that FitTM” and their “Do it Once”
implementation approach to eliminate repetitive tasks and enable their customers to stay ahead of
the competition in this fast-paced world. GWA takes businesses from where they stand today,
finds out where they want to go and gets them there with the right technology and their team of
experts. Whether a business needs a Sage solution or a niche software solution, GWA is dedicated
to getting the right fit, it’s their trademark.
For more information about GWA Business Solutions, visit www.GWAbiz.com.

